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Observation of Partial UAsss1ddd Restoration from Two-Pion Bose-Einstein Correlations
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The effective intercept parameter of the two-pion Bose-Einstein correlation function,lp, is found
to be sensitive to the partial restoration ofUAs1d symmetry in ultra-relativistic nuclear collisions. An
increase in the yield of theh0 meson, proposed earlier as a signal of partialUAs1d restoration, is
shown to create a “hole” in the lowpt region of lp. A comparison with NA44 data and central
S 1 Pb collisions at200A GeV is made, and implications for future heavy ion experiments are
discussed. [S0031-9007(98)07065-3]
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Intensity interferometry is a useful method for studyin
the space-time geometry of high energy nucleus-nucle
collisions and elementary particle reactions (for rece
reviews, see Ref. [1,2]). In particular, pion interferometr
has proved useful in studying the space-time depende
of pion emission as was first shown experimentally b
Goldhaber, Goldhaber, Lee, and Pais [3]. The method
intensity interferometry, known also as Hanbury-Brown
Twiss (HBT) correlations, was introduced by Hanbury
Brown and Twiss [4] for measuring the angular diamete
of main sequence distant stars. The purpose of this Le
is to show that pion interferometry can be used to dete
the axialUAs1d restoration and the related increase of th
h0 production.

As was shown in several papers [5,6], at incident bea
energies of200A GeV at the CERN SPS, the space-tim
structure of pion emission in high energy nucleus-nucle
collisions can be separated into two regions: the core a
the halo. The pions which are emitted from the co
or central region consist of two types. The first typ
is produced from a direct production mechanism su
as the hadronization of wounded stringlike nucleons
the collision region. These pions rescatter as they flo
outward with a rescattering time on the order of1 fmyc.
The second type is produced from the decays of sho
lived hadronic resonances such as ther, Np, D, andKp;
the decay time is also on the order of1 2 fmyc. This
core region is resolvable by Bose-Einstein correlatio
(BEC) measurements. The halo region, however, cons
of the decay of long-lived hadronic resonances such as
v, h, h0, and K0

S ; the lifetime is greater than20 fmyc.
This halo region is not resolvable by BEC measuremen
However, as will be summarized below, this region st
affects the Bose-Einstein correlation function.

In recent papers [7,8], it was argued that the part
restoration ofUAs1d symmetry of quantum chromody-
namics (QCD) and the related decrease of theh0 mass
[9–12] in regions of sufficiently hot and dense matte
should manifest itself in the increased production ofh0
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mesons. Estimates of Ref. [7] show that the correspon
ing production cross section of theh0 should be enhanced
by a factor of 3 up to 50, relative to that forp 1 p
collisions.

The effective intercept parameter,lp, can be written
in terms of the one-particle invariant momentum distribu
tions [5,6] of the core and halo pions and thus is sensiti
to the abundance of the long-lived hadronic resonanc
such as theh0. To see this, consider the two-particle
Bose-Einstein correlation function which is defined as

CsDk, Kd 
N2sp1, p2d

N1sp1dN1sp2d
, (1)

where the inclusiven-particle invariant momentum distri-
bution is given as

Nnsp1, . . . , pnd 
1

sin
E1 . . . En

ds

dp1 . . . dpn
, (2)

the relative and the mean four-momenta are given by

Dk  p1 2 p2, K 
p1 1 p2

2
, (3)

andp  sEp , pd.
From the four assumptions made in the core-halo mod

[13], the Bose-Einstein correlation function is found to b

CsDk, Kd  1 1 lpsK  piQmindRcsDk, Kd , (4)

where the effective intercept parameter and the correla
of the core are defined, respectively, as

lp  lpsK  piQmind 

"
Ncspd

Ncspd 1 Nhspd

#2

(5)

and

RcsDk, Kd 
jS̃csDk, Kdj2

jS̃csDk  0, K  pdj2
. (6)

Here,S̃csDk, Kd is the Fourier transform of the one-boso
emission function,Scsx, pd, and the subscriptsc and h
indicate the contributions from the core and the hal
respectively.
© 1998 The American Physical Society 2205
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In this form, lpsK  p, Qmind is simply related to the
momentum distributions of the core and halo pion
The Qmin dependence oflp which essentially indicates
the separation of the core and the halo is actually defin
by the experimental two-track resolutionQmin.

Axial symmetry restoration and theh0 production.—
In the chiral limit (mu  md  ms  0), QCD possesses
a Us3d chiral symmetry. When broken spontaneously
Us3d implies the existence of nine massless Goldsto
bosons. In nature, however, there are only eight lig
pseudoscalar mesons, a discrepancy which is resolved
the Adler-Bell-JackiwUAs1d anomaly; the ninth would-
be Goldstone boson gets a mass as a consequenc
the nonzero density of topological charges in the QC
vacuum [14,15]. In Refs. [7,8], it is argued that th
ninth (“prodigal” [7]) Goldstone boson, theh0, would
be abundantly produced if sufficiently hot and dens
hadronic matter is formed in nucleus-nucleus collisions.

It was also observed, however, that theh0 decays are
characterized by a small signal-to-background ratio
the direct two-photon decay mode. This may make th
observation ofh0 in this mode difficult, especially at small
transverse momenta, where the increase is predicted to
the strongest. However, we now show that the momentu
dependence oflp from pion correlations provides a good
observable for partialUAs1d restoration.

If the h0 mass is decreased, a large fraction of theh0s
will not be able to leave the hot and dense region throu
thermal fluctuation since they need to compensate for t
missing mass by large momentum [7,8,11]. Theseh0s
will thus be trapped in the hot and dense region until
disappears, after which their mass becomes normal ag
and, as a consequence of this mechanism, they will ha
smallpt. Theh0s then decay to pions via

h0 ! h 1 p1 1 p2 ! sp0 1 p1 1 p2d
1 p1 1 p2. (7)

Assuming a symmetric decay configurationsjptjp1 .
jptjp2 . jptjhd and letting mh0  958 MeV, mh 
547 MeV, and mp1  140 MeV, the averagept of the
pions from theh0 decay is found to bept . 138 MeV.
In the core-halo picture theh0, h decays contribute to the
halo due to their large decay time (1yGh0,h . 20 fmyc).
Thus, we expect a hole in the lowpt region of the effective
intercept parameter,lp  fNcorespdyNtotalspdg2, centered
aroundpt . 138 MeV.

We note that the shape oflp will also be affected if
the masses of thev and h mesons decrease. However
due to the large inelastic cross sections forv-meson
scattering, thev are expected to rapidly reach chemica
equilibrium when the hadronic fireball cools and the
mass returns to its “normal” value. In this case, we d
not expect a sizeable increase in the overall producti
of the v mesons. In addition, any enhanced productio
of the h mesons should only increase the depth of th
hole primarily in thept . 117 MeV region. In the case
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of equal production of theh andh0, there will be on the
order of twice as manyp1 coming from the decay of the
h0s than from the decay of thehs. Thus, we concentrate
on the dynamics of theh0 mesons giving an estimated
lower bound on the depth of the produced hole.

Description of the simulation.—In the following cal-
culation of lp, we suppress the rapidity dependence
considering the central rapidity regions20.2 , y , 0.2d.
As a function ofmt 

p
p2

t 1 m2, lpsmtd is given by

lpsmtd 

"
Np1

coresmtd
Np1

totalsmtd

#2

, (8)

where the numerator represents the invariantmt distribu-
tion of p1 emitted from the core and where the denom
nator represents the invariantmt distribution of the total
number ofp1 emitted. The denominator may be explic
itly written as

Np1

totalsmtd  Np1

coresmtd 1 Nv!p1 smtd 1 Nh0!p1 smtd
1 Nh!p1 smtd 1 NK0

S!p1 smtd . (9)

A detailed analysis [6] has shown that thev does not
contribute to the core in theS 1 Pb reaction and in the
NA44 acceptance.

To calculate thep1 contribution from the halo region,
the bosons (v, h0, h, andK0

S) are given both a rapidity
s21.0 , y , 1.0d and anmt, and then are decayed usin
Jetset 7.4 [16]. Themt distribution [5,17] of the bosons
is given by

Nsmtd  Cma
t e2mtyTeff , (10)

where C is a normalization constant, wherea  1 2

dy2, and where [17,18]

Teff  Tfo 1 mkutl2. (11)

In the above expression,d  3 is the dimension of
expansion,Tfo  140 MeV is the freeze-out temperature
and kutl is the average transverse flow velocity. Th
mt distribution of the core pions is also obtained fro
Eqs. (10) and (11). The contributions from the dec
products of the different regions (halo and core) are th
added together according to their respective fractio
allowing for the determination oflpsmtd. The respective
fractions of pions are estimated from both the Fritiof [1
and the relativistic quantum molecular dynamics (RQMD
[20] models, as summarized in Ref. [21]. The calculati
using Fritiof abundances is shown in Fig. 2 (solid lin
(below). A similar mt dependence but with a slightly
higher value oflpsmtd is obtained when using RQMD
abundances.

Simulating the presence of the hot and dense reg
involves including an additional relative fraction ofh0

with a medium modifiedpt spectrum. Thept spectrum
of theseh0 is obtained by assuming energy conservati
and zero longitudinal motion at the boundary between
two phases. This conservation of transverse mass at
boundary implies
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mp2
h0 1 pp2

th0  m2
h0 1 p2

th0 , (12)

where the (p) denotes theh0 in the hot, dense region. The
pt distribution then becomes a twofold distribution. Th
first part of the distribution is from theh0s which have
pp

t #
p

m2
h0 2 mp2

h0 . These particles are given apt  0.
The second part of the distribution comes from the re
of the h0s which have big enoughpt to leave the hot
and dense region. These have the same flow-motiva
pt distribution as the other produced resonances and
given apt according to themt distribution

Nh0smp
t d  Cmp20.5

t e2mp
t yT 0

, (13)

whereC is a normalization constant,T 0  200 MeV, and
mp

h0 is the effective temperature and mass, respectively
the hot and dense region.

Assumingmp
h0  500 MeV in the above scenario, the

mt distribution of thep1 from the decay of theseh0

(h0 ! h 1 p1 1 p2) is shown in Fig. 1. Also shown
is the mt distribution of thep1 from h0 assuming no
hot and dense matter [Eqs. (10) and (11) withTfo 
140 MeV, kutl  0.5 and mh0  958 MeV]. Compari-
son of the two distributions shows the enhancement of
p1 in the low mt region which results from the presenc
of the hot and dense region.

Using three different effective masses for theh0 in the
hot and dense region, calculations oflpsmtd including the
hot and dense regions are compared to those assum
the standard abundances in Fig. 2. The effective ma
mp

h0  738 MeV, corresponds to an enhancement of th

FIG. 1. Invariant mt distributions are shown for thep1

from the decayh0 ! h 1 p1 1 p2. The solid line assumes
the h0s come from a hot and dense region, where theh0

have a twofoldpt distribution in whichmp
h0  500 MeV and

T 0  200 MeV. The dashed line assumes theh0s come from
nucleus-nucleus collisions at SPS energies, where theirmt
spectrum is given by Eqs. (10) and (11), withTfo  140 MeV,
kutl  0.5, andmh0  958 MeV.
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production cross section of theh0 by a factor of 3,
while mp

h0  403 MeV and mp
h0  176 MeV correspond

to factors of 16 and 50, respectively. The two dat
points shown are taken from NA44 data on centralS 1

Pb reactions at the CERN SPS with an incident beam
energy of200A GeV [22]. The lowering of theh0 mass
and the partial chiral restoration result in a hole in th
effective intercept parameter at lowmt. This happens
even for a modest enhancement of a factor of 3 in th
h0 production. Similar results are obtained when usin
RQMD abundances.

In addition, lpsmtd is calculated using Fritiof abun-
dances with different average flow velocities in Fig. 3
Here it is shown thatlpsmtd can also be a measure of the
average collective flow. In our calculations, an averag
flow velocity of kutl  0.50 results in an approximately
flat, mt-independent shape for the effective intercept pa
rameterlpsmtd, if the value ofa  1 2 dy2  21y2 is
kept fixed in Eq. (10). Calculations using RQMD abun
dances result in a similar dependence onkutl, but with
slightly higher values oflpsmtd.

A limitation of our study is that we did not include the
effects of possible partial coherence in thelpsmtd function.
This is motivated by the success of completely chaot
Monte Carlo simulations in describing the measured two
particle correlation functions at the CERN SPS. How
ever, a recent study [23] indicates that higher order B

FIG. 2. Using the estimates of pion abundances given b
Fritiof, the solid line representslpsmtd assuming normalh0

abundances while the other lines represent the inclusion of h
and dense regions, whereT 0  200 MeV and the decreased
mass of theh0 is mp

h0  738 MeV (dashed line),mp
h0 

403 MeV (dotted line), andmp
h0  176 MeV (dot-dashed line).

These curves are calculated forkutl  0.5. The data shown
are from S 1 Pb reactions at200A GeV from the NA44
collaboration.
2207
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FIG. 3. Using the estimates of pion abundances give
by Fritiof, lpsmtd is calculated using different average flow
velocities in themt distribution. It is shown forkutl  0.00
by the solid line, for kutl  0.25 by the dashed line, for
kutl  0.50 by the dotted line, and forkutl  0.75 by the dot-
dashed line.

symmetrization effects may also result in a decrease
lpsmtd at lowpt. For the present system, this effect seem
to be negligible, about a1% decrease, where the typi-
cal momentum scale of this effect ismt 2 m  Teff and
where the typical decrease is estimated [23] from the me
sured radius and slope parameters. The flat shape of
lpsmtd distribution results from the inclusion of the flow-
motivated temperature,Teff, along with the effective,mt-
dependent volume factor [5,17],Vp ~ m

2dy2
t , in Eq. (10).

This flat shape reproduces the published NA44 data a
differs from earlier theoretical calculations, wherelp is
found only to increase with increasingmt.

Summary.—Our results reveal an important relation
ship between partialUAs1d symmetry restoration and the
shape (hole) of thelpsmtd parameter of the Bose-Einstein
correlation function. We stress that this proposed si
nal is observed from the tranvserse mass depende
of the strength of the two-particle correlations, correla
tions which are presently being measured for fixed targ
Pb 1 Pb collisions at the CERN SPS. Measurements
two-particle correlations are also being planned for n
clear collisions at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider a
BNL as well as at the CERN Large Hadron Collider.

A qualitative analysis of NA44S 1 Pb data suggests
no visible sign ofUAs1d restoration at SPS energies. In
addition, we deduce a mean transverse flow ofkutl ø
0.50 in S 1 Pb reactions. Let us note that the suggest
lp-hole signal of partialUAs1d restoration cannot be faked
in a conventional thermalized hadron gas scenario, as i
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not possible to create a significant fraction of theh and
h0 mesons withpt . 0 in such a case.
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